
PREFACE

Knowledge disovery is a proess whih helps to make sense of data in a more ap-

pliable form. The knowledge disovery proess and its data mining are beoming

the fous of many �elds. Su�ient methods of extrating knowledge from databases

or multivariate experimental data sets belong to basi information proessing steps.

In partiular, onsideration of impliit, impreise, and insu�ient knowledge in da-

tabases or experimental data sets is very important in developing knowledge-based

systems. Another fundamental problem in multidimensional pattern proessing is di-

mensionality redution inluding feature extration and redution relevant for robust

predition. The rough sets theory has been developed for knowledge disovery in

databases and experimental data sets. This theory provides a powerful foundation

for revealing and disovering important strutures in data and for lassifying om-

plex objets. An attribute-oriented rough sets tehnique redues the omputational

omplexity of learning proesses and eliminates the unimportant or irrelevant attri-

butes. Rough sets were introdued by Professor Zdzislaw Pawlak in 1982 to provide

a systemati framework for studying impreise and insu�ient knowledge. The in-

formation system proposed by Professor Pawlak is for representing knowledge and

disovering relationships in data and has been studied in the ontext of rule-based

systems, deision support systems, indutive reasoning, pattern reognition, lassi�a-

tion, and mahine learning. The use of rough sets has been shown to be very e�etive

for revealing relationships within data, disovering dependenies among objets and

attributes, evaluating the lassi�atory importane of attributes, and removing data

redundanies.

Some lasses of objets in an information system annot be distinguished using

the available attributes. They an only be roughly, or approximately, de�ned. The

idea of rough sets is based on equivalene relations whih partition a data set into

equivalene lasses, and it onsists in the approximation of a set by a pair of sets,

alled lower and upper approximations. The lower approximation of a set of objets (a

onept) ontains all objets that, based on the knowledge of a given sets of attributes,

an be lassi�ed as ertainly belonging to the onept. The upper approximation of

a set ontains all objets that annot be lassi�ed ategorially as not belonging to

the onept. A rough set is de�ned as an approximation of a set, de�ned as a pair of



sets: the upper and lower approximations of a set. Rough sets also provide numerial

measure of lassi�ation approximation. The rough sets theory an be used in di�erent

stages of data proessing. For example, it an be used to:

• analyze knowledge

• analyze onsisteny in data sets

• ompute lower and upper approximations of sets

• identify and evaluate a dependene of a set of attributes

• alulate a disriminatory power of an attribute

• redue data by removing super�uous attributes

• derive a lassi�er as a set of prodution rules, et.

Rough sets theory has been suessfully applied in many disiplines.

This speial issue International Journal of Applied Mathematis and Computer

Sienes gathers papers fousing on various theoretial and pratial aspets of rough

sets. There have been several persons helping in preparing this speial issue. The

authors, editors and reviewers deserve sinere thanks.
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